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Ptolemies Of Egypt
An Egyptian mummy that, for decades, had been thought to be the remains of an ancient male priest had something unusual in its pelvis area.
The Mysterious Case of the Body-Swapping Pregnant Mummy
While the ancient Greek historian Herodotus is probably the best-known visitor to ancient Egypt, some other ancient visitors left less extensive accounts behind that contain obser ...
Visitors to ancient Egypt – II
Fustat, which happens to be the first capital of Egypt under the Arab rule. Today, it is a part of Old Cairo. Abraham ibn Ezra of Jerusalem was purchased as the land for the synagogue in 882. It is ...
10 Offbeat, Hidden Secrets & Gems Of Egypt You Never Read About
Throughout the pharaonic period, hieroglyphs served bothpractical and aesthetic purposes. Carved on stelae, statues, andtemple walls, hieroglyphic inscriptions ...
Egyptian Hieroglyphs in the Late Antique Imagination
The urge to leave your mark for posterity is nothing new, as ancient Greek graffiti carved into an Egyptian Temple clearly shows.
Ancient Greeks Left Their Mark in Egypt in 591 BC – in Graffiti
2. Reassessing Hellenistic settlement policies: the Seleucid Far East, the Ptolemaic Red Sea basin and Egypt Rachel Mairs and Christelle Fischer-Bovet 3. The integration of indigenous elites and the ...
Comparing the Ptolemaic and Seleucid Empires
Blaming Nero for being careless during the Great Fire of Rome is wrong. There was even no fiddle at his time. It is time to bury the myth ...
Nero played the fiddle, Cleopatra was Egyptian: Two myths busted
His first task was to restore efficiency in production, which had declined under the later Ptolemies. To accomplish this the Roman army in Egypt was used to rebuild the dikes and clean the canals ...
Taxation in Egypt from Augustus to Diocletian
Rome Remastered lets you kickstart your conquests with a plethora of options. Still, there are those that can be a boon to use, often letting you lead the pack during your campaign. Conversely, others ...
Total War: Rome Remastered — The best factions for the grand campaign
The region is known for Roman-era emerald mines, chronicled by authors like Pliny the Elder and Claudius Ptolemy ... emerald production in Roman Egypt coming from Wadi Sikait (Eastern Desert ...
New evidence regarding emerald production in Roman Egypt coming from Wadi Sikait
Berenike, also known as Berenice Troglodytica, was a fortified city built on a rocky peninsula on Egypt's eastern coast. It was founded in 275 BC by Ptolemy II, a Macedonian Greek king of the ...
Volcanic eruption led to abandonment of Ancient Egyptian city 2,000 years ago after blast triggered years-long drought
The text on the stone tells of the magnificence of King Ptolemy V, "the manifest god whose ... When the British defeated the French in Egypt in 1801, the stone was taken back to London and put ...
15 July 1799: discovery of the Rosetta Stone
Alexander the Great had conquered Egypt in 332 BCE and was the region was ruled in the aftermath of his death by the Ptolemies. But by the first century BCE the Ptolemaic dynasty had grown weak ...
The Mysterious Case of the Body-Swapping Pregnant Mummy
While the ancient Greek historian Herodotus is probably the best-known visitor to ancient Egypt, some other ancient visitors left less extensive accounts behind that contain observations of almost ...
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